EASTERN CATALYTIC

We offer the widest range of catalytic converter products and coverage, with certifications in over 58 countries around the globe. Eastern converters are built to match OE dimensions with OE-quality flanges and flex assemblies, and we’re continually adding coverage for both Federal and CARB applications!

DIRECT FIT
Over 2,500 direct-fit converters for cars, vans, SUVs, and light trucks, all built to exact OE dimensions with OE-quality flanges and flex assemblies.

MANIFOLD CONVERTERS
Designed and built to meet OE specs for exact fit and performance and come complete with gasket, studs and nuts as required.

ECO SERIES
Featuring washcoats with greater loadings of precious metals to handle applications with ultra-low emissions or higher than normal emissions, and vehicles with higher mileage and heavier workloads.

CARB
Fully CARB-compliant and available in universal and direct-fit configurations for OBD II and pre-OBD II CARB vehicles.

UNIVERSAL
A series of product lines that meet or exceed OE specs for fit and performance, with coverage up to 8.0 L/9,500 lbs., with and without air tubes and O₂ sensor fittings plus multiple body configurations.

Email: tech.line@apemissions.com \ Phone: 1 (800) 277-2787 \ Web: EasternCatalytic.com
TRADITIONAL WORK ETHICS MEET NEXT-GEN TECHNOLOGY

We've built our business on superior products and personalized service, old-fashioned ethics that we extend to all our customers, from the largest warehouse distributors to the smallest service retailer. Our flexible-manufacturing equipment, including automated workstations, spinner welding equipment, and high-speed production lines allows us to build new applications for the largest diesels down to fractional horsepower engines.

WIDELY VARIED MARKETING OPPORTUNITES

We are continually adding new catalytic converter products and making ongoing improvements in our design, production, and product delivery systems. All Eastern Catalytic converters are covered by our 50,000-mile Eastern Catalytic Warranty.

DIESEL

Built with stainless steel and metallic substrates to perform in the roughest operating conditions and designed to minimize fuel consumption, maximize engine power for long service life.

HIGH PERFORMANCE

Designed to withstand extreme pressures while delivering significantly less backpressure for better flow, higher horsepower and torque.

FLEX PIPES & ACCESSORIES

A full range of exhaust system flex pipes including Interlock, Double Bellows, and Inner & Outer Braid styles, with and without end pipes.

COMPONENTS

The industry’s widest range of converter components, including flex connections, bosses, plugs, and cow bells.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Getting access to Eastern Catalytic products is simple.

Call 1 (800) 277-2787 or visit EasternCatalytic.com.